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9. The Iraqi nuclear installations were intended to tr~in

50u Arab engineers and technicians. That is what Israel
wanted to stop-as if it could halt the scientific progress
of a whole nation. It is a contradiction that Israel, which
possesses the technical know-how to make nuclear weap-
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7. We are dealing in this meeting with a new question
which the General Assembly is considering, namely, the
armed Israeli aggression against the Iraqi nuclear installa
tions. This issue reflects at the same time the continuance
of the aggressive expansionist policy pursued by Israel
since its usurpation of the Arab lands in Palestine and the
new aspect of the Israelis' appetite, which this time ex
tended to the economic establishments of the Arab States.

4. The Japanese people are particularly disturbed by the
incident since it involves the question of nuclear develop
ment. Japan, the only nation to have experienced devasta
tion by the atomic bomb, has been actively promoting
nuclear disarmament as the item of first priority' in the
field of disarmament as a whole. It has also been exerting
vigorous efforts to prevent the proliferation of nudear
weapons. The incident is particularly serious since it con
stitutes a grave challenge to the safeguards system of
IAEA and indeed to the regime of the Treaty on the Non
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons [resolution 2373
(XXII), annex].

that the Israeli attack on Iraq's nuclear installations has
impeded the achievement of peace in the region and we
urge Israel to refrain from carrying out similar action in
the future.

5. I wish to conclude my remarks today by reaffirming
Japan's position that further efforts must be made to pre
vent the proliferation of nuclear weapons and that the
countries which are not yet party to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty, including Israel, should accede to it as soon as
possible.

6. Mr. ABULHASSAN (Kuwait) (interpretation from
Arabic): I should like to begin my statement by congrat
ulating the State of Antigua and Barbuda on its admission
to the United Nations. We hope that its admission and its
participation in our work will help us to achieve the ide
als and objectives of the United Nations.

8. What Israel did on 7 June of this year ought not to
be taken at its face value as just another in a series of
Israeli acts of aggression, but also as an alarm signal to
all States that want to make use of technology in all its
forms in the service of their economic development pro
grammes. This Israeli aggression should also be seen as
reflecting Israel's hostility to and obstruction of any eco
nomic and social progress by any other State in the re
gion. This was truly expressed by ~he French newspaper
Le Monde, when it said on 10 June 1981 that Israel can
not dominate the area without the technical assistance of
the West, particularly the United States of America. and
that it has a great interest in keeping the Arabs in a state
of underdevelopment.
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2. On 19 June this year the Security Council unan
imously adopted resolution 487 (1981), which clearly ex
presses the will of the international community on this
question. At that meeting of the Security Council,2 how
ever, Israel stated that it rejected.th~ resolution. It must be
noted that Israel's rejection of this Security Council reso
lution is an obvious indication of its disregard of the Se
curity Council and of the United Nations in general. In
deed, it demonstrates that Israel has chosen not to heed
the vuice of the international community. The Govern
ment of Japan appeals strongly to Israel to reconsider its
attitude and to implement that resolution. We are heart
ened, on the other hand, to note that the use of force has
not escalated since the attack last June. We highly value
the self-restraint which Iraq and the States friendly to it
have been exercising.

3. Japan has on many occasions expressed its view that
Israel and the Palestinians, together with the Arab coun
tries, should recognize each other's position and that. a
just, lasting and comprehensive peace in the Middle East
should be achieved through a process of peace talks.
Japan for its part has been exerting efforts towards this
end. From this .. ~tandpoint as well we find it regrettable
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1. Mr. NISIBORI (Japan): Immediately after the Israeli
air force attacked the Iraqi nuclear installations on 7 June
this year the Security Council convened to consider the
question. As the Japanese delegation made clear at that
time, I the Government of Japan fi~ds it extremely regret
table that Israel took such an outrageous action, and
strongly condemns it. Japan considers the violation of the
territorial airspace of Iraq and the destruction of its facili
ties to be a flagrant breach of international law and the
fundamental principles of the Charter of the United
Nations, particularly those relat~ng to the peaceful settlement
of disputes and the non-use of force. Japan's view, which
I have just outlined, has also been conveyed by Foreign
Minister Sonoda to Israeli leaders on various occasions.
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16. Moreover, we call on all the Powers which supply
Israel with the military and economic capability which
enables it to perpetrate its aggression to desist from doing
so forthwith and force Israel to respect international prin
ciples and ruks.

indeed an expression of the international awareness of the
very concept of the Israeli policy that we are discussing.

13. My delegation believes that it is time for the inter
national community, having realized the true Israeli objec
tives-and their aggressive nature does not req~ire any
further evidence-to deter that country and compel it to
accept the responsibilities to which it has committed itself
and the consequences of its acts, and force it to' respect
the principles al.d agreements accepted by the interna
tional community.

15. My delegation calls upon the General Assembly to
safeguard Iraq's full right, and for that matter the right of
all Stat~s, particularly the developing ones, to have a pro
gramme for the utilization of nuclear technology for
peaceful purposes and economic development. My dele
gation also calls upon the Security Council to take the
necessary effective measures to prevent Israel from re
peating its aggression and its violation of the right of
other States to live freely, peacefully and prosperously.

18. Mr. AL-QASIMI (United Arab Emirates) (inter
pretation from Arabic): The fact that a large number of
delegations agreed that this item should be discussed by
the General Assembly in plenary meetings shows its im
portance, and the seriousness of the Israeli aggression
against peace not only in our region but throughout the
world. Moreover, it ma.l(es clear the serious consequences
of such aggression as regards the system of safeguards
and the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. The
fact that we have brought this matter to the General As
sembly means that we are not satisfied witq Security
Council resolution 487 (1981) so far as the question of
the aggression and the condemnation of that aggression
are concerned. A~ we all know, that resolution does not
correspond to the seriousnes~ of the act and its conse
quences; its shortcomings are the result of the position of
some countries and their threat to use the veto. We trust
that after its discussion of this question the Gene~al As
sembly will fill the gaps and adopt a resolution commen-

14. Security Council resolution 487 (1981) on the Isra
eli aggression, adopted on 19 June 1981, is considered by
my delegation to be the minimum action to be taken by
an international body which is responsible for preserving
world peace and security and ensuring States' compliance
with, and implementation of, the principles of the Charter.
We all wish to express our disappointment that the opera
tive paragraphs of that resolution have not yet been imple
mented. This compels us to demand that urgent and deci
sive steps be taken against Israel for its disregard for the
Security Council resolutions, compelling it to abide by
those resolutions. There are Articles in the Charter which
deal with such a situation, and the remedy should be
sought there.

17. We have before us a draft resolution [A/36/L.14]
submitted by a group of States, including my country,
Kuwait. Our aim is not merely to secure the adoption of
this draft resolution but also to serve world peace and
security, and in particular the right of States to achieve
economic progress. Therefore we hope that it will be
dealt with promptly and seriously.

. :"This attack on the Iraqi nuclear centre is a serious
• development with far-reaching implications. The

Agency's safeguards system is a basic element of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. During my long time here, I
do not think we have been faced with a more serious
.qllestion than the implications of this development. The
Agency has inspected the Iraqi reactors and has not
found evidence of any activity not in accordance with
the Non-Proliferation Treaty. A country [which is not a
party to the Treaty] has evidently not felt assured by

. 0Mr. findings and about our ability to continue to dis
!. cli.arge our safeguarding responsibilities effectively. In
,the, interest of its national security, it has felt motivated
'to take military action. From a point of principle, one
,can only conclude that it is the .,Agency's safeguards
"regime which has' also been attacked. Where will this
lead us in future? This is a matter of grave con-

;cem ..."

fZ. .' The. new C0ncept reflected by the Director General
o'f'IAEA is that Israel is not only an expansionist StateJ
practising aggression and preventing peoples and States
from fulfilling their right to economic progress, but also
one that seeks to destroy agencies and institutions ac
cepted by the international community as instruments to
oDserve and develop its technological activities. At a
meeting on 25 September 1981, IAEA adopted resolution
GC/(XXV)/RES/381 , which referred to the Israeli aggres
sion under discussion as aggression against the Agency
and its monitoring and safety systems. That resolution is

,on.s, which has had working nuclear reactors since the
'1950s and which refuses to adhere to the international
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons or to
,accept the safeguards of IAEA, is, at the same time, op-
posing Iraq's basic right, guaranteed by international law,
,to have nuclear installations to be used for peaceful pur
poses' although Iraq has committed itself to the Non-Pro
liferation Treaty and accepted the IAEA safeguards.

10. 'With its military arsenal Israel is obviously dis
,~garding the simplest international laws, conventions and
norms. Israel's conduct in the pursuit of its illegitimate
objectives is dictated solely by the logic of force. This
attitude has even been challenged bj certain Israelis. I
~49Pld like, to quote something that was said by Mr.
Moshe' Sharett, the first Foreign Minister and the second
Prime 'Minister .of Israel, in his diary, parts of which have
~cently ,been published in the United States. He said:

··What shocks and worries me is the narrow-minded-
ness of our military leaders. They seem to presume that

, the State of Israel mayor even must behave in the
, realm of international relations according to the laws of
't~e jungle."

furthermore, the former Israeli official stated, '..vith regard
to Israel's use of the concept of legitimate defence:

'''The phenomenon that has prevailed among us for
years and years is that of insensitivity to acts of wrong
. . . to moral corruption. . . . For us an act of wrong
is in itself notl ~ng serious, we wake up to it only if the

'threat of a crisis or a grave result-the loss of a posi
, lion, the .Joss of power or influence-is involved; we

do not have a moral approach to moral problems but a
'"pragmatic approach to moral problems."

i I. .The Director General.of IAEA put forward a new
concept of the Israeli aggression against the Iraqi nuclear
installations when he said, on 9 June 1981:
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"It does not follow from the character of the right of
self-defence-conceived as an inherent, a natural
right-that the States resorting to it possess the' legal
faculty of remaining the ultimate judges of the justific~

tion of their action."* 3

* Quoted in English by the speaker.

national community said that the occupation by Israel. of
the West Bank and Gaza and the establishment of settle
ments are illegal acts, whereas Israel claims that they are
legal? In defiance of the international community. Israel
has changed the name of the West Bank, calling it Judea
and Samaria, as it has previously changed the names of
other Palestinian cities. Has not the international commu
nity condemned the illegal attempts by ISrael to distort
the history of Al Quds Al Sharif (Jerusalem) and the holy
AI-Aqsa Mosque, while Israel has accused the i~terna

tional community .of ignorance and underdevelopment?

26. But let us concede Israel's point that the interna
tional community is. hypocritical. Does Israel consider
that the late President Eisenhower of the United States
was being a hypocrite when he rejected Israel's justifica
tion of its attack on Egypt in 1956 as an act of self-de.
fence and warned Israel that he would cut off all military
and economic assistance if Israel did not withdraw from
Egypt?

27. The principle of self-defence in international law is
based on two main elements: first, there must be an
urgent need to exercise that right; and, secondly, ihere
must be a certain proportionality between the right of
self-defence and the threat of danger. The Iraqi. reactor
was clearly not a danger to Israel, because according to
the evidence of IAEA experts who regularly inspected
that reactor-the last inspection was in January 1981
there was no sign that that reactor was devoted to the
production of atomic bombs. So the element of urgent
need does not apply here. With regard to the second e.le
ment, that is, proportionality, the brutal act of aggression
by Israel against the Iraqi reactor and the destruction of
it, with the murder of many civilians, and the violation of
the airspace of two countries cannot be considered to be
commensurate with the danger of the existence of the
Iraqi reactor, which was devoted to peaceful ends. That
reactor posed no danger to Israel. It is clear that the logic
of right does not support the allegations with which Israel
seeks to justify its actions in saying. that the. reactor could
have produc~d atomic bombs in the future. Israel took
upon itself the right to attack the Iraqi reactor even
though it represented no danger. It was simply a prejudge
ment that the reactor constituted a threat to Israel.

28. International logic has already rejected the argu.
ments of Nazi Germany. How, then, can the international
cominunity accept the arguments of Nazi zionism? The
international community rejected the Nazi argument that
its aggression against Poland was necessary because of
certain border incidents because there was no element of
proportionality with the seriousness of the danger. Even .
admitting there was urgent need, the brutal German attack
by sea, air and land against Poland in 1939 could not be
justified in terms of its being commensurate with the dan
ger that Poland posed.

29. Israel alone and individually could never be the sole
judge for recourse to that right. That is a principle ~sta1>

lished and recognized in international law and affirmed. by
Oppenheim in his treatise on international law:

25. This is not the first time that Israel has distorted
reality and destroyed the legal principles established by
generations of people. Israel has accused the United
Nations and the whole world of hypocrisy. Has not the inter-

20. My country, an oil-producing country, refuses to ac
cept the logic of Israel that the oil-producing countries do
not need other sources of energy because they have oil. If
we were to admit that racist logic, our communities, our
societies, would remain technologically underdeveloped
and we should be deprived of all the advantages of mod
em technology in regard to the environment, medicine
and other achievements necessary for the progress of our
society.

24. Such Israeli aggression against Iraq constitutes a
flagrant violation of the Charter and of the norms of inter
national law. To justify that brutal act of aggression Israel
claims to have resorted to the right of self-defence under
Article 51 of the Charter. The members of the Security
Council, individually and collectively, rejected that argu
ment. A large number of countries, including countries
friendly to Israel, in the stat~ments by representatives of
their Governments have rejected that argument and con
demned that act of aggression. Therefore, Israel has
abused that right and distorted the meaning and scope of
that right.

21. We are faced with a very serious and unique case:
Israel's disregard of all relevant resolutions adopted by the
Organization and the specialized agencies. But Israel's
misdeeds do not end there. There is also the falsification
of all the ideas of scientists and jurists and even of the
Charter itself, which has not escaped Israel's distortion. I
need not go into the details, since they were all stated at
the June 1981 series of Security Council meetings on this
subject.

surate with 'our hopes, so that Israel will not repeat such
acts of aggression and will be held accountable for them.

19. The aggression committed against the Iraqi nuclear
reactor, after criminal bombings of refugee camps in the
south of Lebanon and of civilian instaHations in Beirut, is
another act of a series of Israeli attacks on Palestinians
and Arab countries. This act of aggression goes even fur
ther, since it exemplifies a recrudescence of aggression in
terms both of strength and of distance. In the past Israel
had limited itself to attacking neighbouring countries but
in this case it extended its criminal actions to a non
neighbouring country, Iraq. That means that the other
Arab countries that are far away from Israel, including
my own country, are also exposec; to such acts of aggres
sion and bombings whenever Israel wishes.

22. Since the international community has condemned
Israel's brutal aggression against the Iraqi nuclear installa
tions, as have the members of the Security Council, is the
international community going to do something about
this, knowing that Menachem Begin, at a press con
ference in Tel Aviv on 10 June of this year, said that if
Iraq ever reconstructed its reactor, Israel would do every
thing in its power to destroy it again?

23. That is a logic that is rejected by the international
community and by the Charter, which reject the use of
force and the threat of force. It is a logic that is rejected
also because it is Israel that sows terror by possessing the
atomic bomb, not Iraq. It is rejected because it is a logic
founded on odious racism, which permits Israel alone to
be the sole judge of the acts of other States.

,
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* Quoted in Engligh by the speaker.

37. In the light of the foregoing, we can appreciate the
gravity of the act of aggression and of the consequences
for the established safeguards system. We can also see
how serious are the consequences for the use of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes and the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons. as well as for international peace and
security. For all those reasons, the delegation of Oman,
together with other delegations, requested the inclusion of
this item in the agenda of the General Assembly.

38. The international community has condemned this
odious act of Israeli aggression, and the Security Council
adopted resolution 487 (1981), which recognized the in
alienable sovereign right of Iraq to establish programmes
of technological and nuclear development to develop its
economy and industry for peaceful purposes. No one has
believed the false allegations and claims made by Israel to
justify its brutal act of aggression; Israel has violated the
basic principles of the Charter and the rules of interna
tional law, as well as the provisions of United Nations
resolutions, such as General Assembly resolution 3314
(XXIX), concerning the use of anned force against the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of a State.

39. From the legal standpoint, there is no justification
for Israel's claim that the act of aggression was an act of
self-defence. For, in principle, there can be no talk of
self-defence as long as there is no actual or imminent
armed attack. There would have to be certain elements, of
which we are all aware, for such self-defence to be vane:
a direct attack, for instance, when there is hardly any op
tionand the situation is clear-cut.

"Iraq has been a party to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty since it came into force in 1970. In accordance
with that Treaty, Iraq accepted Agency safeguards on
all its nuclear activities. These safeguards have been
satisfactorily applied to date, including during the re
cent period of armed conflict with Iran. The last safe
guards inspection at the Iraqi nuclear centre took place
in January of this year, and all the material there was
satisfactorily accounted for. This material included the
fuel so far delivered for the Tamuz reactors."*

States which assisted Iraq in building the reactor, it served
exclusively peaceful purposes. In this connection I would
cite the following testimony of the Director General of
IAEA before the Board of Governors on 9 June 1981:

40. In modem-day international relations, it is not per
missible to resort to so-called preventive war in order to
forestall an expected danger. The Charter has put an end
to this idea of preventive war, to which some Powers have
resorted in the past, given the danger inherent in that con
cept. For countries which have undertaken aggression
have arrogated to themselves the right to decide what
constituted a "threat" or an "expected danger". More
over, the Iraqi nuclear installations were designed for
peaceful uses, not military or aggressive ones.

41. The Israeli representative went even further in his
I statement in the Security Council last June4 by stating that
, the Israeli attack was a moral act of self-defence. We have
the right to wonder whether) after having laid bare the
illegal aspect of the Israeli allegations, it is a question of
occupying the territory of others by force or of attacking
innocent civilians, or whether it is not rather a recourse to
the law of the jungle-to a surpnse attack and a premedi
tated criminal act. Israel's record here is replete with that

* Quoted.in English by the speaker.

"Unless it is to become an occasion for licence and
lawlessness, an inherent right must be controlled by
and accountable to a higher authority. . . . The clear

''terms .. of Article 51 adequately express that general
~. principle of jurisprudence."* 3

32. ' To justify its attack on the Iraqi reactor, Israel al
leges that Iraq is manufacturing nuclear weapon~. That
groundless allegation, which has been rejected by every
one, casts doubt on the international safeguards system
and is a threat to its existcll1ce. This act of aggression
creates .a most serious precedent, which will have rJ;:e
consequences for international peace and security.

30... This element was also affIrmed by the Tokyo Tri
bunal in the 1948 trial of Japanese war criminals. That
Tribunal said that the right of self-defence does not confer
upon the State resorting to war the authority to make a
final determination upon the justificati~n of its action.

31. .Recourse to the right of self-defence by Israel or
other countries is subject to the Charter and the authority
of the Security Council, which alone has the right to jus
tify or reject the exercise of that right. This has also been
aJfrrmed by Mr. Oppenheim, as follows:

33. As we all know, many countries possess nuclear re
actors which they use for peaceful purposes. Those coun
tries have somewhat strained relations with neighbouring
countries. If one or more of those countries were to fol
low Israel's example and destroy reactors of neighbouring
countries, that would be a reversion to the law of the jun
gle and a violation of the established international system,
as well as a threat to internatio.nal peace and security.

34. In the light of my statement concerning the Israeli
act of aggression, and the examples I have cited, the Gen
eral Assembly is in duty bound to punish Israel and to
take measures to deter it, if there is to be peace and se
curity 'in the world.

35. Mr. SULAIMAN (Oman) (interpretation from Ara
bic): General Assembly resolution 32/50, of 8 December
1977, on the peaceful use of nuclear energy for economic
and social development, contains one of the basic princi
ples concerning the legitimate rights of States to develop
or acquire technology for the peaceful use of nuclear en
ergy. This is not a right conferred on some and denied to
others, because all countries are equal when it comes to
the utilization of science and technology; all have access
to technical know-how and to all other opportunities of
fere~ by atomic energy for economic and social develop
meilt~ whether those countries produce other sources of
energy or not. Furthermore, this is considered to be a
basic principle that should guide the United Nations Co~

ference for the Promotion of International Co-operation in
the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy, to be held at Gen
eva in 1983.

36. " .The installation of the Iraqi nuclear reactor came as
a positive result of international co-operation to ensure
that iiuclear science and technology would serve peaceful
purposes and economic development o~ce Iraq became a
party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons. Needless to say, the co-operation in installing
that reactor was in keeping with that Treaty and in accord
ance with its principles. Iraq, therefore, submitted its re
actor to the inspection and control of the competent au
thorities-IAEA. According to that Agency and to the
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country's indifference to international values and ethics,
and we must never consider Israeli aggression as an iso
lated act. We can never regard it as an isolated act sepa
rate from other acts, for all the Israeli practices are identi
cal, unless this one is meant to crown its various
violations of international law, of its annexation of other
territories by force, of its non-compliance with the provi
sions of the Geneva Convention with regard to occupied
territories. Furthermore, Israel does not recognize the in
alienable rights of the Pal~stinian people and continues to
launch attacks against refugee camps and against its
neighbours. This contempt of morality was illustrated by
Moshe Sharett, the former Israeli Foreign Minister, in the
diary that was published after his death:

"The phenomenon that has prevailed among us for
years ami years is that of insensitivity to acts of wrong,
to moral corruption. For us, an act of wrong is in itself
nothing serious. We wake up to it only if the threat of a
crisis or a grave result-the loss of power or influ
ence-is involved: We do not have a moral approach to
moral problems, but a pragmatic approach to moral
problems. ,,*

42. It is clear that Israel, after its attack on the pear.eful
Iraqi nuclear reactor, revealed its intentions of imposing
its technological an(': strategk superiority in the region. It
is a proof of Israel's refusal to accept any peaceful solu
tion in this sphere, for the fact that Israel seeks to impose
its supremacy and its superiority by force obviously
shows that it disregards all the efforts the Or~anization

has made to establish a just and lasting peace in the Mid
dle East.

43. The serious nature of the situation arises from the
fact that Israeli aggression is a direct threat to interna
tional peace and security, since endangering the system of
international guarantees is also tantamount to endangering
the United Nations system and the Charter. It must also
be regarded as a sign of contempt for IAEA and its con
tinuing efforts in behalf of the peaceful uses of atomic
energy tiiroughout the world.

44. In addition, everyone knows t"'~t Israel has so far
refused to become a party to the Treaty on the Non-Pro
liferation of Nuclear Weapons. Israel does not open its
nuclear installations to any inspection or allow them to be
subject to any control. Israel is continuing to co-operate
with the racist regime of South Africa in the nuclear
sphere, and there is abundant evidence that the two re
gimes are carrying out nuclear experiments in the South
Atlantic. There is also proof that Israel possesses the ma
terial that would enable it to produce a nuclear weapon, if
it has not already done so, as was mentioned in the report
of the Secretary-General on Israeli nuclear armament
[A/36/431).

45. In the face of the aggressive Israeli acts condemnea
by the international community, we consider that it is 'the
Organization's duty to take effective measures to dissuade
the criminal aggressor in conformity with draft resolution
Al36/L.14, which is now before the General Assembly.

46. Mr. MARINESCU (Romania) (interprefation from
French): From the beginning, Romania has clearly ex
pressed its position concerning the Israeli attack against
Iraqi nuclear installations which is the ~ubject of the
agenda item before the General Assembly, which was in
cluded at the request of more than 40 countries.

47. The Romanian delegation is once again taking part
in this debate, first of all to reaffirm my country's un
wavering position on problems of the greatest importance
relating to the inadmissibility of the use or threat of force,
the need to ensure strict respect for the independence, ter
ritorial integrity, the right of every country to develop and
to devote all available resources to that development, and
to ensure that the international conduct of all States is
fully in accord with those principles. Any act that violates
those principles and those basic norms of international
law must give rise to the most severe response and con
demnation on the part of all the States of the international
community.

48. The Romanian Government and public opinion in
my country have from the very outset forcefully con
demned that act of armed aggression as a serious violation
of the basic principles and norms of international law.
This is clearly set forth in the statement of the Romanian
Press Agency authorized by the Romanian Government
and distributed as a Security Council documentS, as well
as in the statements made by the Romanian representa
tives in the Security Council and in bodies of !AEA.

49. The Israeli air raid caused deep concern throughout
the world and was rejected by all States as a flagrant vio
lation of the Charter and an act intolerable in present-day
international relations. That widespread condemnation was
most clearly expressed in Security Council resolution
487 (1981), in the decisions and statements of the Board
of Governors of IAEA and in other international organiza
tions and meetings, as well as in most States.

50. As we have already stated, the premeditated and un
justified attack by Israel constitutes a serious violation of .
the norms of behaviour which govern relations between
States, of the basic principle of independence and national
sovereignty, of non-intervention in the internal affairs of
States, of territorial integrity and of non-recourse to the
threat or use of force.

51. It has been the consistent position of Romania to
support and strongly defend the absolute value of those
principles, and to promote their strict application between
all the countries of the world. In the light of those princi
ples, of generally recognized imperative norms, one could
not in any way or from any quarter, in any circumstance
or under any pretext, accept the use of force, acts of ag
gression Of armed attacks against other peoples.

52. Such acts are inadmissible because they constitute
the greatest challenge to the sovereign rights of peoples
and States and seriously endanger the security of all
countries and of the whole world, bearing in mind the
spectre of the most devastating of w~. The international
community must reject even more strongly the ta'lesis of
pre-emptive strikes or wars, especially when one seeks to
establish it as a political doctrine, because pre-emptive
strikes and wars are unacceptable from the point of view
of respect for the fundamental rights and duties. of States
and are particularly serious and dangerous for the mainte
nance of international peace and security.

53. Romania, like other States, has stressed the fact that
such an act would constitute a very dangerous precedent
of extreme seriousness in the international situation today.

54. It is an unquestionable truth that one cannot guaran
tee the security of any State by armed aggression against
other States. Quite to the contrary, the use of armed force
and all aggressive actions are a source of insecurity be-
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cause they are inevitably followed by reactions and re
§ponses with serious repercussions for the peoples con
cerned and for world peace and security.

55. It is well known that Romania has set as one of the
fundamental objectives of its policy the promotion of ex
clusively peaceful solutions to disputes between States
and to all international problems. It was at the initiative
of Romania that that problem has been considered in the
Organization for two years. As the President of Romania,
Nicolae Ceausescu, has affirmed many times, there is no
conflict ot' contentious problem in the world that cannot
be settled politically. There is no reason for Governments
to resort to weapons to resolve their differences. Rather,
the interests of every people and the general interests of
peace absolutely require that recourse to force and to mili
tary action be excluded once and for all from international
life, and that· problems between States be settled only
through negotiation.

56. The delegation of Romania would also like to take
this opportunity strongly to reaffirm the inalienable right
of every country to use nuclear energy for peaceful pur
poses, its right of access on a non-discriminatory basis to
scientific discoveries and know-how in that field, to nu
clear equipment and to technology. Any act aimed at pre
venting or restricting the exercise of that right would vio
late a fundamental principle of the Charter, that of the
sovereign equality of all States. It would affect interna
tional co-operation, placing new obstacles in the path of
the solution of the social and economic problems facing
all countries, particularly the developing c!)untries, which
in turn undermines world peace and security.

57. Whatever the requirements or the implications of the
safeguards system for the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons, whatever the opinion which a State may have as
to the effectiveness of that system, no one can deny or
prevent~ in any form or under any pretext, the exercise by
another country of its right to make use of nuclear energy
for purposes of economic and social development or to
invoke that system in order to attack the sovereignty, in
dependence or security of othfu

' States. Just as with the
right to territorial integrity and sovereignty, the right of a
State to select the means and the resources for its devel
opment cannot be questioned. It is even 1~ss admissible
for the rights of other countries in that field to be ques
tioned by a State which is not a party to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and which has not
accepted any commitment in that regard.

58. Respect for the inalienable right of every country to
the fullest use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes is
a fundarllental principle which has been embodied many
times in resolutions of the United Nations and of IAEA
and which has been even more forcefully brought out in
the discussion that has just concluded on item 14, con
cerning the report of the Agency.

59. Consequently, one of the conclusions which the
General Assembly should express after our debate must
be the reaffirmation of the sovereign and inalienable right
of every country to use nuclear energy for peaceful pur
poses, the right of access to scientific know-how and nu
clear technology, as an integral part of its right to devel
opment.

60. The consideration of this agenda item once again
confronts us with one of the most serious and long-stand
ing conflicts the world has eve~ known, namely, that of
the Middle East. The fact that such an extremely dan-

gerous act can take place is not unrelated to the particu
larly tense situation in that region, which contains an
enormous explosive potential.

61. While strongly condemning the military action of Is
rael, Romania has continuously maintained that such a
complicated situation ~n the Middle East can only be re
solved by political means, by way of negotiations. Devel
opments in the Middle East show that it is more than ever
necessary to proceed without further delay to the attain
ment of a just and lasting global settlement of that con
flict. Romania has stated more than once, from the begin
ning of the conflict, that a viable solution should provide
for the withdrawal of Israeli troops from the Arab territo
ries occupied after the 1967 war. At the same time, it is
necessary to recognize the right of the Palestinian people
to self-determination, including the right to the establish
ment of its own independent State. The course of events
continuously shows that one cannot conceive of an equita
ble solution of the conflict and the achievement of a cli
mate of peace and security in the Middle East without
resolving the Palestinian problem, which is a fundamental
component of a lasting settlement in the region. A peace
settlement should also include guarantees for the indepen
dence and territorial integrity of all States in the region.

62. The Romanian Government and President Ceausescu
have often expressed the view that, given the conditions
in the area, the most appropriate framp,work for reaching
a global peace settlement would be the convening of an
international conference under the auspices of the United
Nations, with the participation of all interested parties,
including the Palestine Liberation Organization [PW]. In
present-day conditions, the establishment of a just and
lasting peace in the Middle East is dictated not only by
the urgent needs of all the peoples in the region fully to
apply their material and human potential to economic and
social development, but also by the vital need to put an
end to the arms race in that area and to prevent at all
costs the stationing or production of nuclear weapons in
the Middle East.

63. At the end of this debate, the General Assembly
should firmly condemn, as the Security Council did last
June, the Israeli attack as being a grave violation of the
Charter and of the fundamental standards governing the
conduct of States. The j:lear conclusion which should be
drawn by the General Assembly and by every Member
State is that the international community is resolved not to
tolerate such acts which jeopardize the interests of all
peoples and the maintenance of peace and security, and
that no one can for any reason or under any circum~

stances violate the sovereignty and independence of an
other State.

64. It i3 the imperative duty of every Government and
every politician to ensure that the. interests of peace pre
vail and to put an immediate end to any acts which might
further endanger the situation in the Middle East or place
new obstacles in the way of a peaceful political s~ttle

ment.

65. We believe that in present-day international circum
stances the United Nations should place the question of
resolute action against the threat or use of force before all
others so that the use of military means t<;> settle interna
tional problems may be renounced for ever. Romania has
decided to exert every effort to that end.

66. Mr. SOMOGYI (Hungary): First of all, I· should
like to avail myself of this opportunity to congratulate and
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that it is no secret to anybody that the courage of the
Israeli Government in pursuing a course of this kind de
rives from the active support of its well-known major ally.

72. Neverthele8s, aggression and other endeavours of
that kind will never lead to any positive result. They must
be halted. Effective measures should be taken in order to
stop the manoeuvres aimed at settling the burning prob
lems of the Middle East in accordance solely with Israel's
unfounded selfish claims. The Hungarian delegation is
firmly convinced that the solution vf the Middle East
crisis requires a comprehensive approach and can be
achieved only by peaceful, political means at an interna
tional conference, with the active participation of all the
parties concerned naturally including the Pill.

73. A comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of this
crisis must be based on the withdrawal of Israel from all
the Arab territories occupied since 1967, including Jeru
salem, on respect for the inalienable right of the Pdlesti
nian people to self-determination and to a State of its own
and on the right of all States of that region to live in
peace and security.

74. Mr. SIOSTRONEK (Czechoslovakia) (interpretation
from Russian): The Czechoslovak delegation supported
the decision to include in the agenda of the current Gen
eral Assembly session the item on the consequences of
Israeli armed aggression against the Iraqi nuclear research
centre, an act of aggression committed on 7 June of this
year. We share the view of the overwhelming majority of
Member States and of the world public to the effect that
the sneak attack by the Israeli air force on the Osirak
peaceful nuclear centre was unlawful, extremely dan
gerous and fraught with the most serious consequences
for the entire international community. The exposure of
the reasons behind this act of aggression and its condem
nation in the international forum of the United Nations is,
in the view of the Czechoslovak delegation, a necessary
prerequisite for the elimination of its illegal consequences
and the prevention of its recurrence in the future.

75. The facts have shown incontrovertibly that, after
sustained preparation Israel subjected to premeditated and
totally unjustifiable attack installations of a sovereign,
non-aligned State in violation of the basic principles of
the Charter, an act which endangered international peace
and security. Israel attacked a centre which quite ob
viously"was designed in full compliance with article IV of
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
on the use of such installations for peaceful purposes.

76. Israel's unprecedented attack was committed against.
an installation built in a State which had become a party
to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weap
ons at the time the Treaty came into force in 1970. There
fore, all the research activities on atomic energy at the
Osirak nuclear facility are under strict and constant inter
national control. In striking a blow at nuclear installations
monitored by IAEA, Israel has shown its ·flagrant dis
regard for the system of safeguards established by that
agency. In so doing it also attacked the international sys
tem for the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes
and the system of non-proliferation of nuclear weapons as
a whole. That was done by a State which, in spite of
many appeals, stubbornly continues to refuse to become a
party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, disregards the appeals of the Security Council
to conclude relevant agreements with IAEA on safeguards
and, in accordance with many statements it has made,
intends to assemble its own nuclear weapons.

55th meeting-12 November 1981

71. Jt is well known to everyone that Israel has repeat
edly violated the Charter and the norms of international
conduct and continuously defied the numerous resolutions
of the various United Nations bodies. This behaviour is
particularly strange and unacceptable from a State that
owes its very existence to the Organization. But I think

welcome to our midst, on behalf of the Hungarian delega
tion the delegation of Antigua and Barbuda, the one hun
dred and fifty-seventh Member State, upon its admission
to the membership of the United Nations.

67. On 7 June 1981 the Israeli air force bombarded
Iraq's nuclear research centre, Osirak. The details and the
direct consequences of this armed aggression are well
known to all of us and therefore there is no need to recall
them here. But it must be reiterated once again at this
time that by committing this premeditated attack deep in
the territory of Iraq, Israel flagrantly violated the Charter
of the United Nations, which provides in its Article 2,
paragraph 4, that

''All Members shall refrain in their international rel~

tions. from the threat or use of force against the ter
ritorial integrity or political independence of any State,
or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes
of the United Nations".

68. The violation was a fact and it has remained a fact
in spite of all'the manoeuvres and prevarications by Israel
aimed at making the world believe that the Iraqi nuclear
installations were destroyed in the exercise of the right of
self-defence. Not a single sober-minded person accepted
the allegations that the mere existence of the Iraqi nuclear
reactor, where the regular international safeguards inspec
tions had never found evidence of any activity not in ac
cordance with the Non-Proliferation Treaty, constituted a
direct threat to Israel's security that had to be countered
by an armed aggression.

69. Taking into consideration the facts, the Hungarian
delegation welcomed the provisions of Security Council
resolution 487 (1981) strongly condemning the military
attack by Israel and fully reaffirming the sovereign right
of all States to carry out technological and nuclear pro
grammes for peaceful purposes, consistent with the inter
nationally accepted objective of preventing the prolifera
tion of nuclear weapons. The Israeli armed aggression not
only challenged the safeguards system of IAEA and
called into question the legitimacy of the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, but at the same
time further increased the tension in the Middle East.
And it was not an isolated event; it was not Israel's first
unprovoked action of this kind. Rather, it was yet another
manifestation of Israel's bellicose policy.

70. In view of the series of such actions by Israel, di
rectly threatening the peace and security of neighbouring
countries and the other States in that region, my delega
tion holds that it must be obvious to everyone that the
root cause of the whole Middle East crisis, as well as the
main obstacle to the solution thereof, lies in the aggres
sive policy of Israel. This expansionist political course,
together with the huge arsenal of sophisticated offensive
weapons accumulated in Israel, carries within itself the
danger of the explosion of the situation, the more so be
cause it is the threat of violent military actions. that the
Tel Aviv Government uses in order to blackmail its allies,
to try to impose its will upon the international community
and to force public opinion to accept Israel's aspirations
and ambitions.
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84. The premeditated aggressive military action against
the Iraqi nuclear centre is not only an irresponsible vio
lation of the sovereignty of other countries and a flagrant
infringement of their fnalienable right to develop science
and technology and to use nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes and for the well-being of their own peoples, but
also a blow to the system of the non-proliferation of nu
clear weapons and the international safeguards system for
the peaceful uses of nucle~ energy carried out by IAEA.
This is clearly stated in Security Council resolution 487
(1981); it was also stated in the resolution adopted at the
most recent session, the twenty-fIfth, of the General Con
ference of IAEA, as well as in the statement of the Direc
tor Gener-cJ of that Agency, Mr. Sigvard Eklund, the day
before yesterday at the 50th plenary meeting of the Gen
eral Assembly.

85. While Iraq is a party to the Treaty on the Non-Pro
liferation of Nuclear Weapons and has subjected its nu
clear installations to IAEA control, Israel refuses to take
upon itself any type of obligation in accordance with that
Treaty. Israel stubbornly refuses to open its nuclear in
stallations to international control through IAEA.

86. The peaceful nature of the Iraqi nu~lear centre has
been repeatedly reaffirmed in official statements by IAEA
officials. These statements have already been cited during

83. Mr. PASHKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Repu~lic) (interpretation from Russian): The sneak attack
on 7 June 1981 of American Phantoms flown by Israeli
air pirates on the Iraqi nuclear research centre near
Baghdad once again has shown the whole world that the
rulers of Israel continue unashamedly to flout all the
norms of international law, as they arrogate to themselves
the right to hold sway over other peoples and resort in the
p.ursuit of their goals to even the most barbaric- means.
The concept propagated by those in the militarist ruling
circles of Israel of a pre-emptive strike and retaliation by
terror, which is used as justification for the gangsterism
used against other countries and peoples, is in fragrant
violation of the generally agreed norms of international
relations.

world. As a result of the position taken by the United
States of America, the discussion in the Security Council
of the Israeli act of aggression failed to produce effective
results. Security Council resolution 487 (1981) does not
contain the necessary sanctions against the aggressor. The
escalation of Israeli aggression against Lebanon in recent
months bears witness to die fact that the ad<]ption thus far
of piecemeal and compromise measures for a settlement
in the Middle East will not achieve that purpose and can
not and will not lead to an end to Israel's aggressive acts.

82. The Czechoslovak delegation is of the view that as a
result of the further aggravation of the situation in the
Middle East we must undertake forthwith a comprehen
sive discussion of possible ways and means of ensuring a
just and lasting settlement in the region. The most appro
priate step in this regard would be the implementation of
the proposal put forward by the Soviet Union on conven
ing an international conference on the Middle East with
the participation of all interested parties, including the
PLO. Without a collective discussion of the situation and
.a constructive quest for effective measures leading to a
just and realistic settlement of the situation in the Middle
East there is a danger that that tense situation will erupt
into a conflict, the scope and possible consequences of
which would extend far beyond the region of the Middle
East.

I I
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77. The so-called pre-emptive strike by Israel against
the Iraqi nuclear centre clearly reveals the fatal dangers
inherent in all such similar doctrines. The Czechoslovak
delegation believes that a discussion of the consequences
of the piratical act by Israel against the Iraqi nuclear cen
tre cannot be held without taking into account the expan
sionist goals being pursued by Israel and those forces
supporting it through this and all similar acts of aggres
sion in the Middle East. These goals are to suppress the
national liberation movement of the people of Palestine, to
thwart a genuine solution of vital historical problems in
that region as a result of the creation of the State of Is
rael, to perpetuate the results of aggression and to impede
social progress in the area as a whole.

78. In carrying out those goals, Israel is acting as an
obedient accomplice of imperialism, led by the United
States of America, with whose knowledge and blessing
Israel is carrying out its aggressive acts. The criminal at
tack on the Osirak centre could not have been carried out
without the direct agreement and support of the United
States of America, which at a critical time hardly con
cealed its great concern over the construction of the Iraqi
nuclear centre. On the contrary, its concern was demon
strated to one and all. Apparently, the signal was picked
up in Tel Aviv that the piratical act under preparation was
going to be given the green light and that it would go
virtually unpunished. As is well known, Israel used in the
raid F-16 bombers, which the United States continues to
supply to Israel as previously.

79. World public opinion was not misled either by the
awkward s~ow of surprise by Washington immediately
after the attack, or by the .spectacular temporary halt in
the supply ofF-16s to Israel, or by the empty assertions
that American aircraft, which are provided with long
range radar equipment and airborne warning and control
systems-AWACS-in Saudi Arabia, did not pick up this
raid. In actual fact, the United Sta!~S has cynically con
cea~ed all its aggressive actions, and in its activities in the
Se .urity Council, it has prevented the adoption of effec
ti -e measures against the aggressor pursuant to Chapter
, tl of the Charter. Thanks to the protection and under
.mnding of the United States concerning the bombing of
the reactor near Baghdad, Israel has been given elbow
room to threaten a _new attack if Iraq restores the de
stroyed nuclear installation. These examples demonstrate.
that the strategic partnership of the United States and Is
rael is a bulwark for Israel's aggressive policies, and pro
vides a military, political and economic basis for the ag
gressive activities of Israel in the Middle East.

80. Czechoslovakia has stated its principled position on
condemnation of the terrorist attack by Israel on the Iraqi
research installation, both in the statement of 11 June
1981 by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Czechoslo
vakia6 and in the statement of the Permanent Representa
tive of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic in the Se
curity Council on 16 June 1981.7 We continue to hold the
view that we must adopt and implement strict sanctions
which will prevent the possibility of such aggressive aC,ts
in the future, and which would compel Israel to compen
sate fully for the damage done.

81. The Czechoslovak delegation would like to empha
size once again today, now that five months have passed
since the cowardly act of aggression of Israel, that the
aggressive acts of Israel against the sovereignty of Iraq
are directed at the same time against a peaceful settlement
of the situation in the Middle East. The Israeli attack has
further aggravated the tense situation in that part of the

I
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the course of this discussion. All the subterfuge used' by
Israel in order to cast doubt on the peaceful nature of the
Iraqi nuclear research centre has been refuted by the
many inspections of that centre, including the most recent
ones~ by IAEA experts. Since it cannot deny the truth of
this obvious fact, Israel, pursuing its tactics of rejecting
everybody's doubts, and, indeed, everything that might
prevent it achieving its criminal goals, is violating the
safeguards procedures and monitoring carried out by
IAEA on behalf of the world community.

87. Indeed, the development of international co-opera
tion in the sphere of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy
and the exercise of the inalienable right of all States to
develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes are impossi
ble without respect for and strict observance of the inter
national norms which have been adopted in that area.

88. The outrageous Israeli aggressive act against Iraq,
for which there are no legal or moral grounds, is a se
rious blow to international security and to the prospects of
peace in the Middle East. Full responsibility for Israel's
defiant acts of aggression lies with the imperialist forces
of the United States of America, which are giving Israel
total and ever-increasing support.

89. According to the Definition of Aggression in Gen
eral Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX) of 14 December
1974, bombardment by the armed forces of a State of the
territory of another independent State, regardless of a dec
laration of war, shall qualify as an act of aggression. Para
graph 2 of article 5 of the Definition states that aggression
gives rise to international responsibility. This aggression
by Israel should not go unpunished, since it has been
condemned unanimously throughout the world. The dele
gation of the Byelorussian SSR favours the adoption
against Israel of the sanctions provided for in the Charter.
Israel must comply unconditionally with Security Council
resolution 487 (1981) and must appropriately compensate
Iraq for the destruction of its nuclear installation and the
human suffering involved.

90. Bearing in mind that through its activities Israel had
virtually excluded itself from membership of IAEA, the
delegation of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic
supported the resolution adopted at the last session of the
General Conference of the Agency. That resolution, in
particular, made continued membership by Israel in the
IAEA dependent on compliance with the requirements of
Security Council resolution 487 (1981), which calls upon
Israel urgently to place its nucle? facilities under IAEA
safeguards. All States must implement the provisions of
the resolutions adopted by the General Assembly on the
complete cessation of nuclear and military co-operation
with Israel.

91. Guided by what we have just said, the delegation of
the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic will vote in
favour of draft resolution A/36/L.14.

92. Mr. MAVROMMATIS (Cyprus): Once again the
General Assembly is dealing with an item includecl on its
agenda following an act of aggression and the viOlation of
basic principles of the Charter and the internationally ac
cepted norms of conduct among States.

93. The premeditated Israeli air attack on the Iraqi Os
irak nuclear installations in Baghdad on 7 June 1981 con
stitutes an unjustifiable act against the sovereignty, inde
pendence and territorial integrity of Irao. It constitutes yet
another manifestation of the blatant use of military force

by one Member State again!;t another, with grave implica
tions for international peace and security.

94. The Government and the people of Cyprus immedi-'
ately condemned the attack upon Iraq, which occurred at
a particularly sensitive time for the Middle East and has
created additional dangers to peace in the region, with
unforeseen consequences. Cyprus, itself a victim of ag
gression, adheres strictly to its obligations under the Char-'
ter and the principles of non-alignment and thus frrmIy
opposes and strongly condemns any aggression and any
threat or use of force for any reason or under any pretext
whatsoever. There can be no justification for military in
tervention which runs counter to the principles and pur
poses upon which the Organization is based. Any mis
representation of Article 51 of the Charter to justify a
blatant act of aggression is not acceptable to the inte.ma-.
tional community. The grave dangers of accepting such a .
justification are obvious to all, for it would set a prece':
dent undermining the rule of law and would createcom-
plete chaos and anarchy in international relations. . .

95. The grave consequences of the Israeli attack for the
established international system concerning the peaceful'
uses of nuclear energy, the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons and international peace and security are a matt~r

of deep concern to humanity as a whole. Every country
has the sovereign right to develop and use nuclear energy
for peacefui purpo5es. For developing countries, the
peaceful use of nuclear energy is of paramount impor
tance in their quest for a better future.

96. Iraq has been a party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty
since it came into force in 1970. It has accepted the
Agency's safeguards in all its nuclear activities. As the
Director General of the Agency stated during the delibera
tions of the Security Council last June/ the attack on the'
Iraqi nuclear centre is a serious development with far
reaching implications and, from the point of view of prin
ciple, it is the Agency's safeguards system that has also' .
been attacked. We fully share his view that this is a mat
ter of grave concern to IAEA, and add that the conse
quences of that act have given a new and dangerous di
mension to the already tense situation in the Middle East.

97. It is my Government's firm view that the Middle"
East crisis can be settled only through a comprehensive,
just andJasting solution and not through the threat or use'
of force and the continuation of the policy of creating
faits accomplis or through aggression and domination.
There can be no viable solution of the crisis in that sensi
tive area without the recognition of the inalienable rights
of the Palestinian people, including their right to self-de-'
termination, and the right of all refugees and displaced
Palestinians to return to their homes and property and
their right to establish their own State in Palestine. Israel'
should withdraw from all territories occupied since 1967"
and the 30vereignty, independence and territorial integrity
of every State in the region should be respected within
internationally recognized boundaries.. It is iny delega-"
tion's view that any solution not including these 'basic'~'
principles would fail to provide the long-awaited peace
and security in the region.

98. Israel's premeditated use of force against the nuclear
installations of Iraq set a dangerous precedent in interna
tional life. It is high time-indeed this is long overdue-'"
for the United Nations to perform its primary responsibil':'
ity under the Charter: the maintenance of international , .
peace and securi~y, which is gravely threatened..by s~cti.'.:c'
acts. My delegatIOn was among the States that requested' .
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the inclusion of the present item in the agenda because of
our stronf! condemnation of that flagrant act of aggression
and our position of principle against any act of aggres
sion, under any pretext whatsoever, whether it occurs in
the Middle. East or elsewhere.

99. Mr. KAPLLANI (Albania): The General Assembly
is now discussing the item entitled ''Anned Israeli aggres
sion against the Iraqi nuclear installations and its grave
consequences for the established international system con
cerning the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, the non-pro
liferation of nuclear weapons and international peace and
security" .

100.. As is ·known, in June this year, the world public
learned with profound indignation the news of the pre
meditated piratical attack carried out by United States
made aircraft of the Israeli Air Force against the Iraqi
nucle1f reactor installations near Baghdad. The Israeli ag
gressors, creeping in like thieves in the night, wantonly
attacked the Iraqi nuclear installations,thus adding to
their long record another grave act of aggression which,
in addition to violating Iraq's national sovereignty, vio
lated the airspace of those other countries which the Isra
eli plans flew over in pursuit of their ugly piratry, thus
increasing t~nsion in the already explosive region of the
Middle East. With this act of aggression the Israeli Zi
onists showed once again that for them the United
Nations Charter is but a dead letter and international law
but empty talk.

Mr. Anderson (Australia), Vice-President, took the
Chair.

101. It is no secret to anyone that the Zionist State of
Israel has its own nuclear installations and is at present in
possession of nuclear weapoli)); and it was none other than
the Israeli authorities that after the attack threatened Iraq
that if it should rebuild the reactor lsrael would destroy it
again. Can arrogance in international relations be man
ifested more preposterously than this?

102. For more than three decades now the world has
been witnessing the reality in the Middle East-an area
which has been turned into a battlefield, where fighting,
aggression and killi~g go on. The Palestinian people have
been left without a homeland, while Arab territories have·
been occupied and annexed. All this has resulted in im
measurable suffering and incalculable destruction foor the
Arab people.

103. It is common knowledge that this grave situation in
the Middle East is closely linked with the fierce rivalry
between the two super-Powers-the United States and the
Soviet Union-with their policies of zones of influence,
as well as with the aggressive, expansionist and anti-Arab
policies of Israel, that tool of United States imperialism in
the Middle East. The recent Israeli act of aggression
against the Iraqi nuclear reactor, which the Tel Aviv Zi
onists shamelessly declared to have been carried out al
legedly for self-defence purposes, shows that Israel 'Y,ill
stop at nothing when it comes to justifying its gangster
like logic and activities. However, the democratic and
progressive countries and peoples have seen in the Israeli
attack a blatant act of aggression which befits the Zionist
State of Israel,. which has been assigned the role of the
gendanne of United States imperialism in the strategically
important region of the Middle East.

104. Those who speak so fluently about the urgency of
the measures to be taken against so-called international

terrorism-by which they diabolically allude to the na·
tional liberation struggle-should know full well thatsov
ereign countries and peoples will not confound these two
diametrically opposed notions. They are capable of identi
fying this recent Israeli attack with real international ter
rorism.

105. There is no doubt that it is because of the all-round
support in the form of massive military, economic and
political aid and backing that Israel has been receiving for
decades and continues to receive at present from its
Washington patrons that it is able to stand on its feet. It is
this aid and support which encourages Israel to carry out
continuous acts of aggression against the Arab peoples,
demonstrating unprecedented hostility and arrogance to
wards the victims of this aggression, as well as towards
public opinion throughout the world. It is the Zionist
State of Israel that for many years now has been system
atically and methodically carrying out military aggression
and large-scale air raids against Lebanon, thus endanger
ing the very existence of that Arab State, and practismg a
policy of savage genocide against the Palestinians.

106. It follows from all the foregoing that the IsraeH
attack against the Iraqi nuclear installations is i'art and
parcel of a carefully-thought-out strategy, accompanied by
specific tactics, which the Israeli Zionists are using with a
view to spreading panic and creating a psychosis of fear
among the Arab peoples, by showing that they are deter
mined to preserve their nuclear monopoly in the region of
the Middle East, hoping in this manner to minimize and,
if possible, to neutralize the Arab peoples' solidarity with
and support for one another, and particularly for the just
cause of the Palestinian people. In addition, this premedi
tated act is part of the persistent and conscientious efforts
of Israel to keep alive and substantiate the .idea of
'sGreater Israel", an idea which affects not only Israel's
immediate neighbours but also those Arab States far be
yond its borders.

107. The fact that Israel <;arried out the air attack
against Iraq's nuclear installations at a time when it was
boastfully propagating far and wide statements that it was
allegedly engaged in a great process of peace, connected
with the Camp David agreement, is only proof 'of the
falsity of the bombastic statements by the Tel Aviv
Zionists. It also supplies correct answers to such ques
tions as the following: Who is it that pulls the threads and
manipulates the criminal hand of Israel against the Arabs?
Who is it that stands behind and stimulates the Israeli ag
gressiveness? Without doubt the answer is: it is United
States imperialism, United States arms and dollars, that
propel the Zionist Israeli war machine forward on that
rabid anti-Arab course.

108. It should be borne in mind that the Israeli attack
was carried out at a time when a year had hardly elapsed
since the tragic conflict between Iraq and Iran had broken
out. This timing on the part of Israel for the launching of
such an attack against Iraq proves that the State of Israel
remains a sworn enemy of the Arab peoples and of the
peoples of the Middle East.

109. While the super-powers continue constantly to stir
up trouble and hatch plots against the freedom and inde
pendence of the countries of that region, Israel never fails
to exploit the turbulent situations and the ensuing local
conflicts to the detriment of the unity of the Arab peo
ples, so as to undermine and, if possible, extinguish their
anti-imperialist and anti-Zionist struggle.
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117. Consequently, the delegation of Cuba cons,iders
that the Assembly should condemn in the strongest terms
the Israeli aggression against Iraqi nuclear installations;
reiterate to all States, and particularly to the United States,
of America, the obligaticn immediately to suspend deliv
eries of weapons and any material which would enable
Israel to commit acts of aggression against other' States;
and call on the Security Council to instituteenforcemellt
measures against the aggressor and demand ~at, giveQ. its"
avowed responsibility for that act of aggression, Israel pay
appropriate compensation without delay for the material
damage and loss of life suffered by Iraq.

118. Mr. KORNEENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist ~e
public) (interpretation from Russian): The discussion 'of,
this item in the General Assembly at the current session.
has shown quite convincingly the deep concern 'of" the
States Members of the United Nations at Israel's unprece-'
dented act of aggression against the Republic of Iraq in
the form of the piratical raid by Israeli aircraft on the:
Baghdad nuclear research centre, which is under the,' .
IAEA safeguards system. The overwhelming majority. of,
States have sternly condemned this unprovoked act by'Is:. ..
raeli militarists and regard it as one link in a long chain
of criminal acts committed against Arab peoples and.:
countries. The latest Israeli act of aggression will have itie:,
most serious consequences. It is a threat to intemationa.l
peace and security, both in the Middle East ~md in other'
parts of the world, and is directed against tpe regi~e.· of.
the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and the IAEA"
safeguards system. It is also an infringement of the right
of peoples to use nuclear energy for peaceful purpose~·._

119. In continuing a policy of aggression, annexa:tiq~.

and expansion, "disregarding the norms of internatioil~•.
law and the requirements of the international community,.~
Israel is attempting by every means possible to undermine'
a just settlement in the Middle East, to. retain t\1ere a,
hotbed of tension and to establish a strongh~l~' Jp. ,~'-;f~
cupied Arab territories. ."·."~"l :J!

safeguards system established by IAEA and, the~for~,
against international co-operation in that field. Toa~ c~r
tain extent the destruction of the Iraqi installations is ar"\:?
an ominous warning to developing countries whicl!""7like
Cuba, for example-need to use non-conventional
sources of energy, since they lack others. Who can assure
us that tomorrow the so-called doctrine of pre:'emptive
strike will not be"invoked against any of our States to
destroy our peaceful nuclear installations? It is not by ac
cident that the Board of Governors of lAEA, in June of
this year, and the' General Conference of the Agency~' fu
September, adopted resolutions which, inter alia, consid.:.
ered that Israel's act of aggression was an attack against
the Agency and its safeguards system, and decideq ".to
suspend all types of assistance to Israel. . . "

I 16. It is obvious that Israeli aggression and the' '4an
gerous military doctrine of the Zionist State co~stitute a
serious threat to international peace and security. WhicH
the Organization cannot ignore without compromising"the
very principles on which the United Nations syste~ rests.
It is also obvious that the AsselIlbly cannot tolerate any
kind of cover being given to the distorted interpretation of
Article 51 of the Charter adduced by the Zionist regime,
for that would be introducing one more prejudicial ele
ment into the already precarious security of the world ~.

which we live. Nor, obviously, can we permit an attempt
to be made by this or other means to restrict the develop
ment of peaceful nuclear programmes in third-wodd
countries. .

Il4. The recommendation made in this Hall this morn
ing can be but of one purpose-that Vie consider the mat
ter in a so-called global context. Only those who in the
delirium of power wish to reduce the world to a vital zone
for their national interests and security are capable of
going so far in justifying an act which has been con
demned by the overwhelming majority of the membership
of the Organization. Actually, no one has any doubt that
the expansionist and criminal policy of Israel exists only
because the United States, its most intimate ally, ~ncour

ages the Zionist regime-as it does the Fascists of Pre
toria against the countries of southern Africa-in its ag
gression against the Arab nation, providing it with the
necessary economic and military means for it to perform
its role as a figurehead of imperialism in the Middle East.

115. In our view. the General Assembly should con
demn unequivocally all economic and military collabora
tion, especially in the nuclear field, with the Zionist re
gime of Israel. The act of aggression against the Osirak
nuclear reactor also constitutes a serious blow against the

113. What is truly unprecedented is that such a policy,
which cannot be described as anything but Fascist, should
receive the shameless support of a permanent member of
the Security Council and that an unblushing attempt has
been made to explain that act of aggression by assertions
that Israel had a "right" to think that its security was
threatened and that its act of banditry should be consid
ered an "act of self-defence".

110. The Albanian people, who have on more than one
occasion shown that they stand on the side of the just
cause of the Arab pei)ples, in this case, too, firmly con
demn the adventurist and piratical act of Israel against
Iraq, just as they have condemned and denounced the Is
raeli policy of aggression against Arab peoples. We have
unreservedly supported and will continue to support the
Arab peoples' struggle in defence of their sovereign
rights, the essence of which is the struggle of the Palesti
nian people to regain their homeland.

Ill. Mr. ROA KOURI (Cuba) (interpretation from
Spanish): In June this year, while taking part in the meet
ings of the Security Council to consider the Israeli armed
aggression against the Iraqi nuclear installations, the
Cuban delegation8 described that action as one of flagrant
aggression against a State Member of the United Nations
and as an action that typified the policy of State terrorism
practised by the Zionist regime of Israel.

Il2. There is no doubt that the question-as the major
ity of represe'ntatives who have spoken here earlier have
agreed-is one that elicits the profound and legitimate
concern of the international community, not only because
of its barbarous nature, in contravention of all the rules of
law, but also because of its serious implications for all
countries of the region and for international co-operation
in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. This is com
pounded by the incredible impudence with which the ag
gressor proclaims its responsibility for the events and
enunciates the so-called doctrine of pre-emptive strike, by
which it tries to justify its misdeeds. In the name of "se
curity"-as we said a few months ago-the Zionist re
gime bombs the Iraqi nuclear installations; in the name of
"security" it tramples underfoot the inalienable rights of
the Palestin~an people and illegally occupies Arab territo
ries; in the name of "security" it massacres the popula
tion of southern Lebanon and now threatens invasion. A
strange concept of security indeed~ based on aggression
and spoliation.
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tack on the Iraqi installations, held in June this year.7 The
representatives of Poland made statements on this matter
of grave concern at Geneva, on 23 June at the session of
the Committee on Disarmament, and at Vienna, on 23
September at the twenty-fifth session of the General Con
ference of IAEA. Only two days ago, at the 51 st meeting,
speaking from this rostrum, we pointed out that the attack
had also dealt a heavy. blow to the safeguards system,
which constitutes a basic element of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty.

127. Today, as the General Assembly is considering this
item, we wish once again to express Poland's strongest
condemnation of the flagrant act committed by Israel
against Iraq.

128. The bombing by the Israeli air force of the Iraqi
nuclear centre constituted an unprecedented act of interna
tional terrorism. It was yet another example of Israel's
pursuit of a hostile policy towards the Arab States, an
illustration of brutality and arrogance-a short-sighted
approach, however, which in the final analysis cannot but
be detrimental to the vital interests of the Israeli nation
itself. For the sole guarantee of attainment of national se
curity by the countries of the region, including Israel, and
the only way towards a genuine solution of the crisis can
be and is not a policy of aggression but a comprehen
sive, just and lasting peace in the region. It is the only
course responding to the interests of all States and peo
ples in the Middle East and leading towards the fulfilment
of their just aspirations. Such a peace cannot be estab
lished without the withdrawal of Israel from all the oc
cupied territories and without the achievement of a just
solution of the problem of Palestine on the basis of attain
ment of the inaliena.ble rights of the Palestinian people,
including the establishment of its own independent State.

129. The bombing attack, being a clear violation of the
Charter of the United Nations and the norms of interna
tional conduct, created yet another threat to international
peace and security. Its premeditated character proves once
again that the policy of adventurism of the Israeli au
thorities is a stumbling block on the way to finding a
solution to the Middle East crisis. The act of aggression
can only aggravate the situation which, being of a really
combustible nature, threatens to explode. Knowing the
sensitive character of. the region, one need not emphasize
its grave implications.

130. It has been stressed in this chamber that no coun
try can be denied the right to peaceful uses of nuclear
energy. It has also been stressed that the safeguards sys
tem, the very backbone of the non-proliferation regime, is
based on solid foundations of scientific experience, sup
plemented by the goodwill and mutual confidence of the
parties to the Treaty. Israel has chosen to question the
effectiveness of the system through an act of aggression
against another State, based on the unfounded claim of
"national security reasons". This attack was perpetrated
against a State which was from the very outset a party to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
and which had therefore made all its nuclear activities
subject to the relevant IAEA safeguards; its nuclear devel
opment programme had been placed under the control of
IAEA. The nuclear centre under construction in Iraq was
not, as the authorities of that country have repeatedly
stated, intended to serve military purposes. This was cor
roborated by the experts of IAEA.

General Assembly-Thirty-sixth SessiOli-Plenary Meetings

".... From a point of principle, one can only con
clude that it is the Agency's safeguards system that has
also been attacked."2

123. It is crystal-clear from the discussion and from the
statements of many delegations that without outside sup
port-particularly from the United States-the ruling cir
cles of Israel would not have undertaken such action. The
political, economic and military support and assistance
given to Israel by the United Stat€s, including deliveries
of the latest American military aircraft and weaponry
used in the bombing of the Iraqi nuclear centre, is what
the ruling circles of Israel are banking on in escalating
their State policy of international terrorism. Therefore, it
is clear that Washington, which has an agreement, and a
so-called strategic partnership, with Israel, bears direct re
sponsibility not only for the raid by Israeli warplanes on
the peaceful research centre near Baghdad, but also for
the entire aggressive policy of Israel, which has dire con
sequences for international peace and security.

124. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR sternly con
demns the Israeli act of aggression against the Republic of
Iraq and regards it as a flagrant violation of the Charter
which cannot go unpunished. We support the demands of
many delegations that the Security Council adopt sanc
tions against the aggressor, in accordance with the Char
ter. Security Council resolution 487 (1981) should be
fully implemented, including paragraph 6 thereof, which
calls for compensation by Israel for damage stemming
from its military attack.

r
125. On the basis of the foregoing, the delegation of·the
Ukrainian SSR supports draft resolution N36/L.14 and
will vote in favicur of it.

126. Mr. KRYSTOSIK (Poland): This is not the first
time that the Polish delegation is speaking in the United
Nations to emphasize our position on the question before
the General Assembly. The point of view of the Polish
People's Republic was presented at a meeting of the Se
curity Council in the debate concerning Israel's armed at-
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120.. We are. greatly concerned at the fact that, in spite
of the stern condemnation of Israel for the military attack
against the Republic of Iraq by the Security Council, the
Board· of Governors and the General Conference of IAEA
&nd world public opinion, Israel is endeavouring in every
possible way to justify its actions and thereby put itself
beyond the pale of international law and the elementary
norms of international conduct. Moreover, it is threatening
in the future, when it sees fit, to .make military strikes
against any installations in any neighbouring State. Such
adventurist actions, which are a threat to the cause of
world peace, must be stopped.

121. Israel, condemned by the General Assembly for its
action in assembling nuclear weapons, is trying to argue
that- the Iraqi nuclear installations were geared to military
activities, but those allegations are rightly regarded the
world over as yet another attempt by Tel Aviv to justify
its continuing and increasing act of aggression against
Arab countries and peoples.

122. The Director General of IAEA stated on 19 June
1981 at a meeting of the Security Council:

"In fulfilling its responsibilities the Agency has in
spected the Iraqi reactors and has not found evidence of
any activity not in accordance with the Non-Prolifera
tion Treaty.
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139. Israel and South Africa are well known for ignor
ing international consensuses, for their military collabora
tion, especially in the nuclear field, for their outspoken
racist policies and for the serious threat they constantly
pose to freedom, progress and development in Africa and
the Arab world. All the States of those two regions, of
whicb our country is an integral part, sincerely wish to
devote themselves to development and would like in par
ticular to establish zones free of the manufacture, stock
.:;;~jr.g or use of the atomic weapon. Unforo.mately, foreign
- ~ablishments with colonial designs are keeping our peo
ples from the realization of those legitimate aspirations.
Those two entities, Israel and South Africa, aid and abet

main unmoved in the face of thIs astonishing, dangerous
and above all eminently radst logic.

135. Iraq is a country with vast potential and one that
has set for itself ambitious goals for comprehensive devel
opment in all areas. Must one accept Israel's unilateral
decision to consider that Iraq has no need of atomic en
ergy because it is an oil-producing country? Iraq is a
party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons. Must we h:;;lieve the specious argument of Is
rael-which, let us bear in mind, has not become a sig
natory of that Treaty-that that is merely a ruse? Iraq col
laborates faithfully with IAEA and agrees to the periodic
control of its installations according to the standards pre
scribed by the Agency. Must we accept the Israeli justifi
cation for keeping its atomic reactors outside that con.trol
and its implicit accusations against that respectable
Agency, which it accuses either of total incompetence or
of collusion with Iraq?

136. For our part, we believe that careful consideration
must be given to the unprecedented situation created by
the premeditated and unjustified attack by Israel and reach
the only conceivable conclusion to condemn its conse
quences and prevent its re-occurrence.

137. It is unnecessary to go into a more lengthy account
of the repercussions of the Israeli aggression here in the
Organizacion or in the capital cities of Member countries.
Suffice it to recall the authoritative, important and une
quivocal statement by the Director-General of IAEA in
the ~ecurity Council on 19 June 1981. The Director-Gen
eral clearly linked the Israeli attack against Iraq to an at
tack against the saft.(;,Jards system of the Agency itself.

138. Today, the Assembly must take a stand. It must do
so under the Charter and the relevant resolutions of the
United Nations and al80 to preserve that indispensable
system of safeguards. In the view of the delegation of the
Islamic Republic of Mauritania, the General Assembly
must, in particular, first appeal for the cessation of all
assistance of whatever nature they may encourage or aid
Israel in perpetrating such heinous acts or in continuing to
constitute the only serious and pennanent threat to peace,
stability and progress in the Middle East. Secondly, it
must impose a total embargo on the deliveries of nuclear
material to Israel, and in particular on all collaborat~on in
that area between that country and the specialized agencies
of the United Nations. Thirdly, it must demand that all
Israeli nuclear installations be inspected and brought un
der the system of safeguards of IAEA. Fourthly, it must
compel Israel to compensate Iraq for the loss in human
lives and material damage caused by the Israeli air attack.
Fifthly, it must appeal for an increase in individual and
collective aid, or assistance through IAEA, to Iraq so that
it may pursue its peaceful programme for the use of
atomic energy.

national situation. No State's security can be based on the
violation of the rights of other States and on diminishing
their security. This is particularly true in this sensitive
region where lasting peace is the only alternative and
where other solutions can lead to catastrophe. The policy
of acting in defiance of the norms of international law
will never yield positive results. The doctrine of the legit
imacy of pre-emptive military strikes cannot be condoned.
That is why my country supported firm and decisive ac
tion by the United Nations, convinced as it is that such
action will prevent the repetition of such acts. The code
of international conduct provided for, inter alia, in the
Charter of the United Nations cannot be replaced by text
books on preventive military operations.

132. The use of force, the resort to the threat of force
and acts of aggression and armed attacks against sov
ereign States cannot be accepted, justified and tolerated.
The solution to the problem of one of the most crucial
regions of the world can be found only in conformity
WIth the interests of peace and international security and
in respect for the norms of international law.

134. I~ June of this year, Israel showed that it was capa
ble of being the true and sole heir of barbarity and
obscurantism. The attack against the p~aceful atomic in
stallation at Tamuz on that day is part of a long process in
which intolerance and racism vie with suicidal adventur
ism and short-sighted policy. Indeed, several centuries
ago, other aggressors made an attempt to stamp out sci
ence and any will to resist in the Arab Machregh by burn
ing libraries in Baghdad and decimating the intellectuals
in that prestigious and historic city. Yet the incredible at
tack on Tamuz is the fruit of many unhealthy, and above
an new, reactions, which include the outrageous, arrogant
and inadmissible claim to divine right in contempt of uni
versal understanding and the decision on 7 June that a
peaceful atomic energy installation under the competent
and permanent control of IAEA was irrefutable proof of
Iraq's intention to acquire a nuclear weapon to re-enact
the holocaust of the Jewish people against Israel; they in
clude Israel's naive political failing, due to the deference
and protection Israel receives, of believing that it can,
whenever it wants, engage with impunity in whatever in
timidating military action it wishes on behalf of the sur
vival of its people and what it conceives to be its legiti
mate right to self-defence; they include contempt for so
called backward and barbarous peoples and opposition to
the transfer of technology to them. Israel, which has
never been a part of a prospect for peace in the Middle
East, especially believes that it can halt progress and con
demn the Arab people to an irrevocable and definitive
technological backwardness. No one in this Hall can re-

133. Mr. OULD HAMODY (Mauritania) (interpretation
from French): For the Israeli Government, the entire
world is wrong and only Israel is right. For it, My con
demnation of its adventurist expansionist policy can be
nothing other than the reawakening of the old spectre of
anti-semitism. If there is one constant in the policy of the
Zionist movement since its creation in Central Europe, it
is the opportunistic and abusive recours~ to any means
blackmail, falsification, threat or terrorism-in order to
achieve its encs. i he founding fathers of zionism, among
their many and contradictory arguments in favour of the
creation of a "Jewish homeland in Palestine"-which was
their modest initial objective-began by presenting them
selves to the colonial Powers of the period as a potential
"advanced bastion of civilization against the barbarous
continents"-meaning, of course, Asia and Africa.
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each other with an admirable capacity for adaptation, par
ticularly with regard to the technique of terror and aggres
sion. We may perhaps hear in this Hall tomorrow that
South Africa decided one Friday to bomb peaceful in
stallations in zambia, Angola, Zimbabwe or Mozambique
in order to be sure of killing only Christian inhabitants.
Tomorrow, perhaps, we may hear in the Assembly of an
attack by South Africa based on some fallacious inter
pretation of Article 51 of the Charter. Today, it is incum
bent upon us to issue a clear condemnation of the Israeli
aggression against Tamuz and, by appealing for appro
priate and comprehensive sanctions against it, to dis
courage it fro~ repeating its misdeed. We will thereby
have prevented this dangerous return to the law of the
jungle from spreading to other sensitive areas in the
world.

140. Mr. FONSEKA (Sri Lanka): My delegation was
among the signatories that requested the inclusion of this
item in the agenda of the thirty-sixth session. The request
for the inclusion of this item became necessary after reso
lution 487 (1981) was unanimously adopted by the Se
curity Council on 19 June. That resolution strongly con
demned Israel's premeditated military attack on 7 June on
the nuclear facility near Baghdad.

141. My own Government's immediate reaction was a
r.!\tegorical condemnation of that attack as a flagrant vio-

_ion of the Charter and of the norms of international
law. Nearly every delegation that came before the Se
curity Council expressed itself in similar term~ '.' hile at
least two de: Jations whose competence to pronounce on
this matter, namely, the delegations of France and Italy,
provided convincing data to repudiate Israel's claim that
the Iraqi nuclear facility could be diverted to military
use.

142. Delegations that participated in the Security Coun
cil deba~,;"' ';:dll recall the circumstances and the reasons
which fi~?..c!o;ded the Council from proceeding to take
more er"~ ..~jve action beyond that strong condemnation.
The resol..~tion acknowledged that the attack constituted a
serious threat to the entire IAEA safeguards regime,
which is the foundation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
While calling upon Israel to place its nuclear facilities un
der IAEJ\ safeguards, the Council also acknowledged
Iraq's right to appropriate redress for the destruction and
damage which that country suffered.

143. Primarily in order to ensure at least that unanimous
condemnation by the Security Council of Israel's violation
of the Charter, Iraq was obliged to mute its just claim to
effective redress .. The international community, and par
ticularly those countries that an, signatories of the Non
Proliferation Treaty, had to acquiesce in a situation where
a non-party to the Treaty could commit a blatant aggres
sion against a party to the Treaty, defiantly threaten to
repeat that aggression, and yet remain unscathed. Since
then IAEA, which executes the safeguards system so vital
to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, has decided to take the
only action available to it, namely, to suspend the provi
sion of any assistance to Israel.

144. We come before the General Assembly in order to
support Iraq~ whose right~ have been violated but yet
could get no remedy beyond that strong condemnation in
the Security Council. Frocedures and differel1t attitudes
within the Council precluded that country from receiving
tangible redress. There is no compensation and the ag
gressor still refuses to place its nuclear facilities under
IAEA safeguards .. In saying that, we are voicing the legit-

imate concerns of all parties to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty that have in that Treaty surrendered some of their
sovereign rights for the greater good of a greater number,
accepted the validity of preventing the proliferation of nu
clear weapons and seek only the right to establish and
safeguard programmes of nuclear development for peace
ful purposes.

145. As I said, we have come before the General As
sembly to seek that vital consequential action which Se
curity Council resolution 487 (1981) was unable to pro
vide. The draft resolution before the Assembly condemns
Israel, as did the Security Council. But it also calls on all
States to cease the provision of arms and related material
of all types which enables Israel to commit aggression
and asks the Security Council to investigate Israel's nu
clear collaboration with other States and parties. Not least
of all, the draft resolution asks Israel to compensate Iraq
for the damage caused and the loss of lives.

146. The seeming procession of speakers who have pre
ceded me and others to follow may give the impression
that we are engaged in another formality .vhich has per
haps become almost a routine in the Assembly. But that
is not the reason. We speak today also because anyone of
us may have to seek his remedy here if he is the victim of
a similar aggression at another time.

147. My delegation will support the draft resolution in
document A/36/L.14.

148. Mr. ADAM (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (interrreta
tion from Arabic): The delegation of the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya considers the armed Zionist aggression against
the nuclear research centre in Iraq to be a flagrant vio
lation of the purposes and principles of the United
Nations as well as of those of IAEA and a threat to inter-

. national peace and security. We have already condemned
that barbarous attack in a letter to the President of the
Security Council dated 18 June 1981.9

149. In view of the fact that the Security Council was
unable to adopt an appropriate resolution with respect to
that matter, as a result of various pressures on the part of
the United States, a permanent member of the Security
Council, the General Assembly is now considering that
question as agenda item 130.

150. The Assembly knows the serious dimensions of
this act and all these elements must be studied and an
appropriate resolution adopted, since all international
bodies have already condemned it.

151. As Mr. Eklund, the Director General of IAEA,
said in his report on the activities of the Agen~y during
the discussion on agenda itam 14 (a), at the 50th meet
ing, the bombing of the Iraqi nuclear installation by Israel
constituted a violation of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and
of the safeguards system. What was surprising was that
the representative of the Zionist entity should have ar
rogantly claimed from this rostrum that the bombing by
Israel of a nuclear reactor was in exercise of the right to
self-defence and said that he was proud of that act of ter
rorism. We are not in a jungle community. We live within
the framework of an international community, with disci
pline, with rules and with international law. Iraq is a
party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, and its nuclear in
stallations are subject to the control and inspection of
IAEA.

152. The arguments of the Zionist entity. in claiming
that its raid was a legitimate act are fallacious and
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"The attack on the Iraqi nuclear centre is a serious
development with far-reaching implications. The
Agency's safeguards system is a basic element of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. During my long time here, I
do not think we have been faced with a more serious
question than the implications of ti: development. The
Agency has inspected the Iraqi reactors and has not
found evidence of any activity not in accordance with

Security Council on 19 June this year as proper, not only
because the attack violated the most sacred tenets of the
Charter, but also because it threatened the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes by developing coun
tries in general and the integrity of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty in particular. This unprovoked act of aggression
could not be ignored by the international community and
we are pleased to note that the Iraqi Government avoided
exacerbating the situation by promptly bringing the matter
to the attention of the United Nations. My delegation
commends Iraq for the restraint it demonstrated and
believes that, the Security Council resolution notwith
standing, this Assembly must express its views in a con
crete way.

159. The representative of Israel explained the attack as
a defensive action justified under the Charter. During the
Security Council debate on this item last j une we listened
to the statements of the representatives of Italy' J and
France, I who had focused the attention of the interna
tional community on the magnitude and scope of the
problem in its various dimensions, since those countries
had assisted in the construction of the nuclear installation
in Iraq. The representative of Italy stated before the Se
curity Council that the nuclear fuel provided by Italy for
that installation could not be used for manufacturing a
nuclear weapon. For his part, the representative of France
told the Security Council that his Government had made
sure that the reactors provided by France for the installa
tion would be used exclusively for peaceful purposes and
that it would be impossible to alter the installation for
military purposes without immediate detection. Further
more, no less an authority than the Director General of
IAEA vouchsafed before the Security Council that "the
Agency has inspected the Iraqi reactors and has not found
evidence of any activity not in accordance with the Non
Proliferation Treaty".2

160. It is incredible, therefore, that Israel expects the
Assembly to believe that IAEA, France, Italy and others
were engaged in a grand conspiracy to provide Iraq with
the capability to manufacture nuclear weapons to be used
against Israel. Israel's attack can only be understood as an
indication to countries in the region that, if they decide to
develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes in full com
pliance with IAEA regulations, they are risking similar
pre-emptive strikes. That, of course, is unacceptable to
the Assembly.

161. As a member of IAEA and a signatory to the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, In
donesia is naturally concerned in view of the threat to the
integrity of the IAEA safeguard system and to the Treaty
that the attack represents. The effectiveness of the IAEA
safeguard system and the Treaty has never been called
into question and there has been no instance since the
Treaty came into force 11 years ago in which lAEA has
erred in enforcing the provisions of the Treaty.

162. My delegation, therefore, wishes at this stage to
underline the sentiments of the Director General of IAEA
as expressed in press release IAEA/988 of 9 June 1981:

£ CLtd _ ka.!Sll!.Qa

153. It is truly ridiculous that the representative of the
Zionist entity alleges in all United Nations organs that he
supports the principle of non-proliferation although Israel
has refused to ratify the Non-Proliferation Treaty, as it has
refused to adhere to the regime related to that Treaty. Is
rael threatens international peace and security. It continues
to threaten to bomb other nuclear installations which are
devoted to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

154. Dealing with the arrogance and the barbarity of the
Zionist entity, supported by its ally, the United States of
America, could be a lengthy process and this is not the
right time to go into details with which everyone is famil
iar. The members of the Assembly must not be satisfied
with merely condemning and denouncing the act of ag
gression against a sovereign State Member of the United
Nations. We must also strongly affirm our will to adopt a
just resolution and not to extend any assistance in nuclear
technology to the Zionist entity. On the contrary, we must
ensure that Israel is expelled from lAEA because Israel
has again violated, as it has done many times, the princi
ples and purposes of the Agency. We must also affirm the
right of Iraq to appropriate compensation for the losses it
has suffered as a result of the act of aggression. Sanctions
must be imposed on Israel under Chapter VII of the Char
ter in the interest of the preservation of international peace
and security.

groundless. The Zionist entity has since 1949 been trying
by all possible means to obtain the largest possible quan
lity of fissionable material and the extraction of uranium
from the phl)sphate from the Negev desert for the produc
tion of nuclear weapons. It is encouraged by its ally, the
United States of America, which provides Israel with the
funds, the expertise and the necessary technology for the
manufacture of nuclear weapons so that Israel may domi
nate the area and achieve Its expansionist aspirations with
out regard for the rights of the Palestinian Arab people or
the Arab nation.

155. Mr. KAMIL (Indonesia): Before I address myse!f
to the item under consideration, I should like to take this
opportunity ·0 extend, on beha~f of my delegation, a
warm and hearty welcome to the delegation of Antigua
and Barbuda. We are confident that its participation in the
United Nations will strengthen the Organization and fur
ther widen international co-operation.

156. The Israeli military attack on Iraq's nuclear in
stallation is not only an unquestionable act of aggression
against a sovereign State that cannot be justified under
any provision of the Charter, but it is also an ominous
development that calls into question the effectiveness of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Essenti...llly, we have before
us a situation in which a country which has signed that
Treaty and whose nuclear installation is operating in full
compliance with the provisions of the safeguards system
of IAEA, as agreed to by the country concerned with
!AEA, has become the victim of a military attack by a
country which refuses to sign the Treaty and to place its
own nuclear programme under IAEA supervision:

157. The attack on Iraq's nuclear installation has been
condemned by the Security Council as a "clear violation
of the Charter of the United Nations and the norms of
international conduct" as well as by IAEA and virtually
every Member of the United Nations.

158. In our statement in the Security Council,1O my del
egation strongly condemned the Israeli attack. We whole
heartedly supported resolution 487 (1981) adopted by the
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the Non-Proliferation Treaty. A non-Treaty country has
evidently not felt assured by our findings and about our
ability to continue to discharge our safeguarding re
sponsibilities effectively. In the interest of its national
security, it has felt motivated to take military action.
From a point of principle, one can only conclude that it
is the Agency's safeguards regime which has also been
attacked. Where will this lead us in the future?"

163. The Security Council, the Board of Governors of
IAEA and the General Conference of the Agency adopted
resolutions which condemned the Israeli attack against the

~ IAEA-sanctioned nuclear installation in Iraq. We are dis
appointed, however, that the Security Council was unable
to adopt effective measures to force Israel to abide by its
ruling in resolution 487 (1981) which calls for "appropri
ate redress for the destruction it [Iraq] has suffered, re
sponsibility for which has been acknowledged hv Israel".

164. My delegation is in full accord with draft resolu
tion A/36/L.14 and is happy to be one of its sponsors.
We would like to draw the Assembly's attention to para
graph 6, which reads:

"Demands that Israel ... pay prompt and adequate
compensation for the material damage and loss of life
suff~red as a result of the said act".

The draft resolution also calls for renewed efforts to have
Israel open its nuclear pro~e to IAEA inspection and
to have it become a party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
For the Organization to do anything less would call into
question the credibility of the Agency, the Treaty and the
United Nations itself. If we cannot provide adequate guar
antees for the safety and security of peaceful nuclear in
stallations, we may be witnessing the first step in the
breakdown of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, with all of the
dangerous implications that such a development would
represent.

..
165. Mr. ZAINAL ABIDIN (Malaysia): On behalf of
the Malaysian Government I wish to extend a warm wel
come to the delegation of Antigua and Barbuda on the
admission of that State as a new Member of the Organiza
tion. We look forward to fruitful collaboration with the
delegation of Antigua and Barbuda in the years ahead.

166. Members will recall the indignation of the interna
tional community over the unprecedented acts of aggres
sion commited by Israel against the nuclear installation
of Iraq on 7 June 1981, during which the Israeli air force
destroyed the Iraqi nuclear installations, which was con
structed for no other reason than the development of nu
clear energy for peaceful uses. While this attack is one in
the series of acts of aggression Israel has perpetrated, in
total disregard of the sovereignty--aiia territorial integrity
of Arab States, this particular incident has a far-reaching
consequence which challenges the credibility of the estab
lished international system to regulate nuclear develop
ment for peaceful purposes.

167. My delegation categorically rejects Israel'sr justifi
cation of the attack on the grounds that the Iraqi·nuclear
installation was a threat to its national security. On the
contrary, my delegation believes that the only real threat
in the Middle East is that posed by Israel, which is be
lieved to be in the process of producing nuclear weapons
from its nuclear facilities. Not being a party to the Non
Proliferation Treaty, Israel is able to develop nuclear
weapon capability without being subjected to any bilat-
eral, regional or international supervision. Iraq is a party

to the Treaty and its nuclear installation is placed under
strict IAEA safeguards, thus l~1ing out any possibility of
diverting fissionable material for the manufacture of nu
clear weapons. The real motive of Israel's attack on the
Iraqi nuclear installation was nothing more than deliber
ately to attempt to intimiQate its Arab neighbours and to
block their progress, as well as to prevent them acquiring
nuclear technology, thus enabling Israel to perpetuate con
trol over occupied Arab and Palestinian territories in vio
lation of United Nations resolutions.

168. The incident is also a major cause of concern to
the international community, as the credibility of the inter
national system established to regulate the development of
nudear energy for peaceful purposes is being blatantly
challenged by a State which does not subscribe to the
principles of the system. The incident makes it more
important that the Non-Proliferation Treaty should be uni
versally accepted as an instrument through which to curb
the ominous spread of nuclear weapons. Moreover, the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and
the IAEA safeguards as currently instituted will guarantee
the inalienable right of States, particularly the developing
countries, to embark on an orderly development in the
field of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes through in
ternational co-operation. My delegation believes that in
view of the serious international implications involved Is
raeli nuclear installations should be subjected to regular
international inspection.

169. My delegation regretted that the Security Council,
which met to consider the Israeli aggression, failed to ap
ply mandatory sanctions to Israel as provided under
Chapter VII of the Charter. We should not, however, al
low Israel to be emboldened by this failure. Its continued
threat to launch further attacks must be averted. We must
act decisively to find ways and means to ensure Israeli
compliance with numerous resolutions of the General As
sembly and the Security Council ar;d to prevent it from
using its nuclear mili.tary potential in the Middle East
conflict.

170. We have before. the Assembly draft resolution
A/36/L. 14 which my delegation has the honour of co
sponsoring. Its thrust is to prevent the recurrence of simi
lar attacks in the future and to call upon Israel to stop
threatening to make further attacks against Arab nuclear
installations. It also calls for Member States to cease sup
plying Israel with arms and related materials of all types
which enable it to commit acts of aggression against oth
ers. It further seeks to investigate Israel's nuclear ac
tivities and any collaboration between Israel and other
States in the nuclear field in order to ensure non-pro
liferation of nuclear weapons and thus maintain the effec
tiveness of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The task of in
vestigating this collaboration is entrusted to the Security
Council. Finally, the draft resolution calls upon Israel to
assume its international responsibility for its acts of ag
gression and, consistent with Security Council resolution
487 (1981), to pay prompt and adequate compensation to
the Government of Iraq for the heavy loss and destruction
incurred. As a sponsor, my delegation wishes to appeal to
all members of the General Assembly for their support
and approval.

171. The PRESIDENT: Members will recall that at the
52nd plenary meeting, held yesterday, the representative
of Iraq proposed that the Director General of IAEA be
invited to make a' statement on the item before us. Because
of the relevance of the work of the Agency to the issue
we are discussing, may I take it that the Assembly agrees
to that proposal? .
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178. As to the question of United States supplies of
arms to Israel, that is a matter which not only involves
United States laws but is also of great concern to the in
ternational community. The United States representative
on the Committee on Disarmament referred to this highly
pertinent matter during the meeting held on 18 June,
when the Israeli attack on Iraq was discussed in the Com
mittee on Disarmament. A press release issued by the
United Nations states that Mr. Charles Floweree:

". . . quoted from a pertinent section of the United
States-Israel Mutual Defence Assistance Agreement of
23 July 1952:

surance that the United States would never allow the
Security Council to condemn Israel again as an ag
gressor. Has there ever been such a blanket guarantee
of permanent immunity to any Member State to act
with impunity, no matter how intolerable its actions
may be in future?

176. The United States, acting as Israel's proxy in the
Council, has in fact bestowed upon its protege a perma
nent veto power, no matter what action it takes. The
United States delegation is now trying, threngh semantic
acrobatics, to prevent the General Assembly from brand
ing Israel as an aggressor in this case-although there has
already been universal condemnation of the Israeli act of
aggression.

177. Mrs. Kirkpatrick raised another issue, which is a
dangerous divergence from the accepted norms of intel1}a
tional conduct and international law. She implied that
Iraq's refusal to accept Security Council resolutions 242
(1967) and 338 (1973) and its refusal to make peace with
Israel-which to us is an aggressor-are mitigating facts
to be taken into consideration in judging Israel's military
attack against Iraq. This is unheard of. First, resolutions
242 (1967) and 338 (1973) are not the issue here. We are
not concerned here with who accept:: and who rejects
those resolutions. We are faced here with a clear case of
aggression and a great violation of the Charter. What has
the acceptance or the non-acceptance of a resolution to do
with that? If we are to accept Mrs. Kirkpatrick's logic,
then any State would have reason to attack another if the
latter were not to accept a Security Council resolution. By
the same token the Arab countries and the Palestinian
people have every reason and every right to act towards
Israel, which has not only rejected but constantly violated
scores of Security Council resolutions, in the same man
ner and use the same policies of aggression-State terror
ism and expansion-which Israel is pursuing.

.. 'The Government of Israel assures the United States
Government that such equipment, materials or services
as may be acquired from the United _States ... are
required for and will be used solely to maintain its in
ternal security, its legitimate self-defence, or to permit
it to participate in the defence of the area in which it is
a part, or in United Nations collective security arrange
ments and measures, and that it will not undertake any
act of aggression against any other State.' "

Surely the Security Council and the General Assembly
are entitled to have their say on this constant supply of
aggressive weapons to an aggressive State?

179. Mrs. Kirkpatrick also objected to the call made in
the draft resolution to the Security Council to investigate
Israel's nuclear activities. We all know that the Security
Council has already, in paragraph 5 of resolution 487

..Strongly condemns the military attack by Israel in
clear violation of the Charter of the United Nations and
the norms of international conduct".

..Bombardment by the armed forces of a State
against the territory of another State or the use of any
weapons by a State against the territory of another
State". That definition of an act of aggression, together
with the Security Council's condemnation of the act in
question, clearly brands Israel-whicH boasts openly of
being the perpetrator of the act--as the aggressor. But,
according to authoritative reports, Henry Kissinger,
when he was Secretary of State, gave Israel an as-

"Further considers that the said attack constitutes a
serious threat to the entire IAEA safeguards regime
which is the foundation of the non-proliferation
Treaty" .

In spite of the fact that the two paragraphs are almost
identical,. Mrs. Kirkpatrick had no difficulty at all in
transforming the content and the meaning of the ninth
preambular paragraph of resolution 36/25 into a "con
demnation". If such is her interpretation of the resolution
adopted yesterday, it should also apply equally to para
graph 3 of resolution 487 (1981) and she should accept
that also as a condemnation of Israel. Yet she also ob
jected to the draft resolution before us as departing in
important ways from resolution 487 (1981). Let us see if
such is indeed the case. In its resolution the Security
Council:

172. The PRESIDENT: Therefore, after the last speaker
in the debate tomorrow morning, Mr. Eklund will make a
statement, and then the Assembly will hear explanations
of vote before the voting.

173. I shall now call on those representatives who wish
to speak in exercise of their right of reply.

174. Mr. AL-ZAHAWI (Iraq): It is obvious from the
statement made by the representative of the United States
thi~ morning that the United States delegation, alone among
all the Members of the United Nations, stands with Israel
in opposing the General Assembly's consideration of the
item before us. The representative of the United States
alleged that action by the General Assembly on this topic
was not called for since the Assembly, she said, had al
ready condemned Israel yesterday. That simply is not
true. It appears that Mrs. Kirkpatrick is not familiar with
the contents of resolution 36/25 adopted by the Assembly
yesterday. Apparently she has not read the text of the res
olution. She read the article appearing in today's issue of
The New York Times about the decision adopted yesterday
by the Assembly, but she did not read the resolution. The
resolution only stated, as we all know, in a preambular
paragraph that the premeditated Israeli attack on the Iraqi
nuclear installations constitutes a serious threat to the
entire IAEA safeguards regime and to the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Nowhere did the
resolution condemn Israel. It is noteworthy that the lan
guage of that preambular paragraph is based almost word
for word on paragraph 3 of Security Council resolution
487 (1981), which reads as follows:

175. The definition of aggression adopted by consensus
by the General Assembly in resolution 3314 (XXIX) lists
the following as an act of aggression, in article ;3, sub
paragraph (b):

It was so decided.~r
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-- (1981)t called- "upon Israel Urgently to Place its nuclear
facilities under IAEA safeguards". Israel has adamantly .
refused to do so. It has no intention of doing so. Surely
we have every right here to ask the Security Council to
follow up on this call and do what it can to investigate
what Israel is doing in its unsafeguarded secret reactors.
It is the one in the area which has refused to submit these
reactors and installatio.ns to international inspection and
yet it took it upon itself to take the law into its own
hands and stage this criminal attack against Iraq. Surely
the Security Council should do something about that.

180. My delegation does not want to go into the pros
and cons of the Camp David accords, but again it was the
American delegation which raised this issue. The way
they speak about the Camp David accords and the re
peated references to what Egypt and Israel have achieved
through those accords show that the United States in fact
is ignorant of what they imply: how different the West
Bank is from the Sinai; how differently Israel looks upon
the West Bank, which it caBs Judea and Samaria, and the
difference between what it intends to do in that occupied
territory and what it has done in Sinai. I do not want to
go into that here, this is neither the time nor the place for
that, but I just wanted to point out how wrong it is to
make a comparison between these two sides of the Mid
dle East problem.

181. Mr. BLUM (Israel): In my statement yesterday at
the 52nd meeting I submitted scientific and technical data
showing beyond a shadow of doubt that Iraq was bent on
developing a nuclear option. I also repeated a series of
questions which I had originally posed to the Foreign
Minister of Iraq in the Security Council on 12 June 1981.
In all the predictable barrage of abuse heaped upon my
country by Iraq and others in the Assembly's deliberations
thus far we have not received any answers to the serious
questions raised by the technical data I presented. So that
these questions should not be lost and submerged under a
heap of abuse and hypocrisy, let me therefore address
them again to the representative of Iraq.

-First, why did Iraq try, in 1974, to acquire a nu
clear-power reactor of the kind designed, inter alia, to
produce large quantities of plutonium for military use?

-Secondly, why did Iraq insist on receiving a 70
megawatt reactor which has no application as an energy
source?

-Thirdly, why did Iraq insist on receiving weapons
grade fuel rather than the less proliferant alternative of
Caramel fuel?

-Fourthly, what is Iraq's demonstrable need for nu
clear energy given its abundant oil supplies?

-Fifthly, if Iraq has such a need, why has it not de
veloped a commercial nuclear programme? Why has it
not made any transactions relevant to such a programme?

-Sixthly, why, if it is generally interested in nuclear
research, did it rush to buy plutonium separation technol,
ogy and equipment?

-Seventhly, why has Iraq been making frantic efforts
to acquire and stockpile large quantities of natural ur&
nium, some of which is not under IAEA safeguards?

182. Given the fact that Iraq has been in a state of war
with Israel for over 30 years and given its open threats to
liquidate my country, is any fair-minded member of. the
Assembly prepared to suggest that Israel should have ig-

,
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norea the answers to these questions which I-have just
reiterated? What has been going on here is a feverish
effort to line up States to speak at length to blur the is
sues I have raised. But the questions I have raised will
not walk away. They require serious attention and serious
answers, even if the representative of Iraq wants to divert
attention away from them. Perhaps the Iraqi representative
would care to provide the Assembly with some answers
instead of erlgaging in his customary diversionary tactics
and in rejecting Security Council resolution 242 (1967).
We have, of course, taken due note of his reiteration of
Iraq's determination to pursue his country's policy of ag
gression and belligerency against Israel. It is indeed the
height of audacity and impertinence of any representative
of Iraq, a country that has been engaged in acts of aggres
sion not only against my country, to try and brand others
as aggressors. But we have become accustomed to these
manifestations of arrogance and impudence by the repre
sentative of Iraq.

183. The PRESIDENT: The representative of Iraq
wishes to speak in exercise of the right of reply a second
time. I would recall that statements made in exercise of
the right of reply are limited to five minutes for the sec
ond intervention, in accordance with General Assembly
decision 34/40 I.

184. Mr. AL-ZAHAWI (Iraq): I wish to point out that
nobody is as guilty of diversionary tactics as the Zionist
representative sitting here. He is in no position to pose
any questions to anybody, let alone Iraq. Iraq is not in the
dock. Iraq did not commit the act of aggression. The As
sembly is not considering Iraq's nuclear programme or its
development plans or its oil resources. The Assembly is
faced with a serious act of aggression committed by the
Zionists, and not only against Iraq, another Member
St~te; it involves also, according to wide agreement,
IAEA, the safeguards system, the sovereign right of
States to development and the very foundations of the
Charter and the rule of law. It is Israel that is called upon
the answer for its act of terrorism, its sabotage, its crimi
nal acts to acquire by clandestine means its nuclear ca
pability. Why is it hiding its actions in Dimona? Why is
it refusing to accept IAEA safeguards? Why is it refusing
to accept even United States inspection? Let him answer
the Assembly. It is not Iraq, it is he who should be an
swering the Assembly. _

185. The PRESIDENT: The representative of Israel
wishes to speak in exercise of the right of reply a second
time. I would again recall that statements made in exer
cise of the right of reply are limited to five minutes for
the second intervention.

186. Mr. BLUM (Israel): I believe that all members are
now well aware of the fact that the representative of Iraq
has again avoided any answers to the questions I have
raised. Having been confronted with the questions that I
raised, Iraq, if it were acting in good faith-which it is
not, as it is displaying right now-should have hc.1.d no
problem in answering them.

187. Obviously Iraq can proceed in the Organization
with impunity. It will not be censured, it will not be
questioned, it will not be interrogated, it will not be con
demned, because Iraq and other countries enjoy virtual
impunity in the Organization. I do not have to go into the
reasons for that, they are well known, but it is idle for
Iraq and its supporters to masquerade here or elsewhere
as the proponents of international law and international
justice. The simple fact is that, whatever they do, how-
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ever they do it and whenever they do it, they are assured
of a built-in majority. The rest is posturing, it is bigotry,
it is sheer hypocrisy.

The meeting rose at 6.35 p.m.
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